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Purpose:
Early in his term of office, Mayor Charlie Cleves began thinking about the City of Bellevue and the best
contribution he could make to its future while serving the city. In discussing this with members of the
Board of Directors of Southbank Partners, Inc., of which the City of Bellevue was a founding member, his
thoughts began to resonate on the city's greatest asset, its Historic Riverfront. With that in mind Mayor
Cleves requested that the Southbank Partners organization do a planning study of this most important
area. The Southbank Partners organization has a history of doing such studies as well as other such
planning and services for its Northern Kentucky city partners. Out of this request the City of Bellevue
Riverfront Corridor Study Group was created.
Riverfront Corridor:
The City of Bellevue has long been recognized for the
Economic Development improvements along its
Riverfront that have transpired over the last several
decades. These include the development of the
Bellevue Beach Park, the initial Port Bellevue
commercial development at the City's west entrance,
the Harbor Green and Waters Edge at Bellevue
residential developments, and the Bellevue Plaza
Office Center and parking garage, all of which have
improved and enhanced the land uses along the City's
Riverfront Corridor in recent years. An additional
important City asset and improvement that has taken
place during its recent past has been the Renaissance
of the Bellevue Main Street Business District along
Fairfield Avenue. This combination of the Riverfront
and Business District planning and investment has
greatly improved the quality of life as well as added
to the vibrancy of the Bellevue Riverfront Corridor.
These early investments and improvements were a
cooperative effort between the City of Bellevue and
the Private Sector, and have planted the seeds for
continued investment and improvement in the
remainder of the City of Bellevue's important
Riverfront Corridor.
History:
Throughout its history, the City of Bellevue has made decisions at critical junctures that has set it
"uniquely apart" with respect to its future potential. History has shown that those decisions have placed
Bellevue in a better position in recent decades to adjust to a changing living and business environment.
These decisions have also allowed Bellevue to position itself to compete successfully in today's urban
living marketplace where other have struggled to achieve such success.
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The Post 1937 flood planning era
comprised one of these decisions. By the
late 1940's plans for a larger Ohio River
Dam system accompanied with a series of
Ohio River contributory detention lakes to
replace the multiple smaller Ohio River
dams was proposed. However, completion
of this entire system was to be a 15 to 25
year time span. The Federal Government
gave river cities an option to install earthen
barrier dams or flood walls along their river
front, or risk future flooding until the new
larger dam construction and lake
controlling system could be completed. The
greatest flood risk period was about fifteen years (1950 to 1965). Bellevue made the decision to forgo an
earthen barrier dam/floodwall system in favor of allowing its river corridor's "connectivity" to its
riverfront.
During the same Post WW II period, the City of Bellevue had land available for residential growth in the
city's most southern area. Here again the Federal Government offered funds for the creation of Housing
Authorities to build and provide government assisted "middle class" housing for "working families".
Bellevue considered the offer however chose to allow the "marketplace" to choose how the southern
half of the city's residential housing would be developed. Today, over 60 years later, the housing in the
southern part of Bellevue is one of the most desirable places for young families to live and has also
allowed the older Bellevue housing stock immediately to the north to improve and retain its viability and
value, thus allowing the entire community to continue to be recognized as a great place to live.
In recent decades, when many cities gave up on the revitalization of their Main Street Business District
as a potential location for boutique retail and entertainment venues, again the City of Bellevue refused
to give in to a defeatist attitude. The result was, the "Fairfield Avenue Business District", that is today
one of Bellevue's greatest assets.
At the turn of this past century, the
City of Bellevue once again made
the
right
decision
in
its
recommendation for the inclusion of
additional "residential housing" on
its Riverfront with the Harbor
Greene and Waters Edge at Bellevue
residential developments. By doing
so, Bellevue was utilizing what city
planners point to as the "highest
and best use" of a city's developable
assets. Especially such assets that are strategically located on a Riverfront with a view of a major
metropolitan urban area such as the City of Cincinnati. Around that same time, the City of Bellevue also
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created grants to property owners that were willing to return two and three unit buildings back to their
original single family use in its residential neighborhoods, as well as grants to create off street parking in
the Business District.
Recognizing Value in Planning:
At the start of the October 2008 nationwide financial collapse, the WatersEdge at Bellevue residential
community had 16 of its 24 "high-end" residential units firmly sold. During the three-year period that
has now been termed as "The Great
Recession" -- 2009 through 2011 – this
residential development outperformed all
other high end residential real estate
developments in Greater Cincinnati. This
City of Bellevue community not only sold
the eight-unit balance of the initial 24
residential units proposed, but added an
additional 12-unit building to meet the
continued market demand for high end
residential, all of which was sold, closed
and were occupied by year end 2011. A
survey of the residents of this riverfront
community cited "living in the City of
Bellevue" as placing equally with the
"desirability
of
the
WatersEdge
development" in their decision to invest in a residential purchase there. This City of Bellevue residential
community has proven that a combination of good planning and a highly valued location can outperform
other negative aspects of the economy.
With the U.S. Economic Downturn well behind us, the City of Bellevue is in an important and
opportunistic position to capitalize on its remaining development assets as well as enhancing some of its
existing uses along the City's Riverfront Corridor, all in a manner that will be for the betterment of the
city, its residents, and its continued superior quality of life.
Study Group Charge:
The following "Charge" was given to the Bellevue Riverfront Corridor Study Group:


Consider new residential and commercial uses as well as the recycling of existing uses that have
the opportunity to be redeveloped through planning, design and performance that will achieve
their "highest and best" use for the City going forward into the future.



Consider older existing commercial and residential uses that may have the opportunity to be
enhanced or improved through planning use changes or redevelopment to achieve their
"highest and best" use to better serve the needs of the City's future.
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Consider recreational uses, both public and private that may have the opportunity to be
protected, enhanced or improved through planning or other changes, or measures that will both
protect and better serve the City and its residents in the future.



Consider enhancement and revitalized marketing and promotion of the "Fairfield Avenue
Business District" that can build on its success in an effort to increase and maintain its existence
as a “city asset", as well as assure both its retail, service and entertainment venue success going
into the future.



Consider the sighting for the planned Southbank Cities Riverfront Commons pathway that will
bring "greater connectivity" and economic advantage between the seven Northern Kentucky
Southbank Cities, including additional “off pathway” improvements that will provide access from
the main Commons pathway to the "Fairfield Avenue Business District" as well as enhance and
improve the existing Bellevue Beach Park as part of its path.



Consider the "highest and best" development use for the "City owned site on its Riverfront" at
the north termination of Berry Street. The uniqueness of this City of Bellevue asset should not
be underestimated including its unique location and value be overlooked in this Study. No other
remaining site along the entire Northern Kentucky Riverfront has the location, potential
connectivity, or desirability as this City of Bellevue owned property.

Riverfront Study Corridor "Plan Area" Description:
The City of Bellevue Riverfront Corridor Study "Plan Area" for the purpose of this Study is the entire
Bellevue area south of the Ohio River starting at the City of Newport on the west at River Boat Row, and
continuing to the City of Dayton on the east at O'Fallon Avenue. It is bound on the south by the rear lot
lines of the commercial and residential properties located on south side of Fairfield Avenue (KY Route 8)
starting at Riviera Drive on the west, and continuing to the City of Dayton on the east at O'Fallon
Avenue.
Corridor Study Group Members Appointed by the Mayor:
Study Committee Chairman/Southbank Board Member

Jay Buchert

Port Bellevue Development/Owner

Mike Brandy

Bellevue Plaza Office Center/Owner

David Windmiller

Harbor Green/Resident

Neal Morris

WatersEdge at Bellevue/Resident

Clay Stinnett

Fairfield Avenue Business District/Owner-Resident

Steve Crawford

Bellevue at Large Resident Representative

Ken Stapelton

Bellevue at Large Resident Representative

George Bitsoff

Bellevue City Council Liaison

Sean Fisher
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Other Participants and Presentations include:
Jack Moreland

President, Southbank Partners, Inc.

Charlie Cleves

Mayor, City of Bellevue

Dennis Keene

67th Dist. State Representative

Carol Ramler

Kentucky Department of Transportation

Ross Patten

City of Covington Dept. of Economic Develop.

Mike Yeager

City of Bellevue City Engineer

Sharon Aston

Resident/Focus Group Participant

Jill Fessler

Resident/Focus Group Participant

Kathy Jennings

Resident/Focus Group Participant

Gayle Lanham

Resident/Focus Group Participant

Annie McCartney

Resident/Focus Group Participant

Catherine Salzman

Resident/Focus Group Participant

BELLEVUE RIVERFRONT CORRIDOR STUDY
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Riverfront Commons Pathway:
It is recommended that the Pathway route through the City of Bellevue be located on its Riverfront as is
currently the case in the neighboring City of Dayton, as well as where planned and also partially
constructed thus far in the other Southbank Partner Cities involved in the Pathway system.
Begin the process of securing Pathway funding
through Southbank Partners, Inc. Make such
Grant and other source of funding applications
for those portions of the Bellevue Pathway
route recommended locations that are
currently available and under the control of
the City, as well as available to the City via
easements with cooperating private property
owners.
With initial funding secured and construction commenced, begin the process of seeking the additional
and more challenging necessary easements, or consider using other permitted avenues to obtain the
necessary easements or access that are listed as part of this document. Do not allow the current
unavailability of some private property easements to delay the funding application process for other
parts of the Pathway. It is estimated that 75% of the recommended Bellevue Pathway route is currently
available to be utilized for this purpose.
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Access ways from the Riverfront Pathway to the Fairfield Avenue Business District are recommended as
part of this study at three locations in Bellevue. These city access ways along the Pathway are known by
the planners as "Nodes". Begin working with Southbank Partners, Inc. to secure the recommended
"Node" location funding through Grants and other sources available.
Use the Riverfront Commons Pathway section that is recommended in this study through Bellevue
Beach Park as an opportunity to improve and enhance the park including its connectivity with the River.

Fairfield Avenue/Route 8 Traffic:
It is first recommended that the "bigger picture", with respect to much of the cause of the Route 8
traffic buildup that has occurred in recent years west of Bellevue at the interchange of Dave Cowens
Drive and I-471, be considered and addressed as was studied by KYTC in conjunction with the
neighboring City of Newport. Such traffic buildup was predicted by KYTC a decade ago when the study of
interchange improvements was considered and then abruptly abandoned.
The additional potential for increased traffic likely having an effect on Bellevue and its Fairfield Avenue
Business District, is the continued growth of residential housing in the neighboring City of Dayton. This
potential increase in Bellevue traffic, particularly during "peak hour" traffic periods, is "real" and it is
recommended as part of this study
that it not be ignored or currently
addressed with a "wait and see"
attitude. It is recommended that the
City of Bellevue be "proactive" in
seeking both public sector (KYTC) input
with respect to the subject effect if
any, as well as consider a private
sector professional study and input
with respect to the subject to
determine any “negative effect”
increased traffic may have. Depending
on the outcome of such studies and
input with respect to the subject, the
City should establish a traffic
congestion "contingency plan(s)" that can be considered for implementation "if necessary" to avoid
planning delay as well as for the preservation of the continued viability of the Fairfield Avenue Business
District and the continued level of “Quality of Life” for the residents of Bellevue.
Such "contingency plan(s)" considerations should be open to all input and suggestions including some
that may be considered controversial at this time. This includes limited street parking, pocket parking
lots, including identifying future potential sites for such parking if or when needed, other street
improvements on Bellevue streets running east and west that are both north and south of Fairfield
Avenue, to offer local residents better “off Fairfield Avenue” travel options during "peak hour" traffic,
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etc. This is not to recommend the implementation of such alternatives or options, however for the City
to “be prepared if and when" such occasion may occur that solutions may need to be considered in the
future.

Reviving the Business District Renaissance:
For this purpose, the Business District was toured and reviewed, as well as a Focus Group of local
residents convened to obtain input. These local residents were considered to be representative of the
most likely "users and/or visitors" to the Fairfield Avenue Business District. These participants were
additionally considered as those that would initiate, within their family or household, such visits or use
of the District as a means of shopping or entertainment.
Most of the Focus Group felt that while the Renaissance had a good run and accomplished its intended
goals for almost two decades, the initial momentum that was created has become lost in recent years.
That promotional effort themes have become repetitious and have mostly lost their appeal and ability to
continue to attract additional users of, and visitors to the District.
The thoughts and opinion of the Focus
Group participants are covered in the
more in the Detail section of this report.
However, the general feeling coming
from the Study, is that the current
District
standing
requires
a
"revitalization" including a mix of venues,
offerings and promotions in order to take
it to its next level of success. It is
recommended as part of this study that
"fresh eyes" be assigned to this project.
Like many marketing and promotional
endeavors, periodic personnel and other
changes bring with it a fresh approach and new ideas. It is recommended that this change be made with
respect to oversite of the Fairfield Business District going forward.

Incompatible Business District and Other Uses:
It is recognized by the participants of this study that some Business District uses have over time become
incompatible with respect to their individual service and/or product offered considering the long-term
purpose and theme of the District. This is not a reflection on any particular businesses, their ownership
or current operation. It is more a matter of both the product and its value within the District including its
land use and/or the appropriateness, or the necessity of their current location compared to more
appropriate or compatible uses desired within the District.
This is not to suggest or recommend that such businesses, as well as other use operations, be required
to relocate. That is not the intention of this part of the Study. However, it is more in an effort toward
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"long range planning", similar to the "contingency planning" suggested in the earlier section on
"potential traffic problems".
The purpose is more for the overall protection of the City's "vision" of the Business District’s future in
the event the time or opportunity develops for the ownership or operators to reconsider a location’s
current use. The Detail section that follows contains further information and recommendations with
respect to this subject and such locations.

City of Bellevue Owned Riverfront Development Site:
This section of the Study may be the most important and pressing. This site is likely the most important
opportunity and the last location within the Bellevue Riverfront Corridor to make a difference and
secure the future of Bellevue as a residential community adjacent its business District. Seldom does an
opportunity of this magnitude present itself to a community. Considering that the opportunity to make
the right decision was almost recently lost with respect to this location, the City of Bellevue can consider
itself fortunate that earlier considerations were not undertaken.
The City also has a considerable monetary investment in this development site. In making a
recommendation, the ability to recoup all or as much of this indebtedness was a major consideration
taken in viewing the opportunities within and around this site. Additionally, an equal amount of
consideration was given to the "highest and best" use of the site, including the importance that it be a
successful development and the right addition to the City of Bellevue Riverfront. This is both from a use
as well as from a long-term tax revenue producing standpoint.

Summary Conclusion:
This Summary section is intended to only give the reader a glimpse of the conclusions and
recommendation of the Study that was undertaken. It is important that the Detail section of this report
be read in its entirety to gain the proper context, reasoning and thought that is an important part of the
recommendations made.

BELLEVUE RIVERFRONT CORRIDOR STUDY
DETAILED FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Riverfront Commons Pathway:
Background:
The Southbank Partners, Inc. Riverfront Commons Pathway is a joint collaboration between the
Southbank Partner cities of Bellevue, Covington, Dayton, Fort Thomas, Ludlow, Newport and most
recently Silver Grove. The pathway concept was conceived for the purpose of creating "connectivity" via
a walking, jogging and biking pathway along the Riverfront through each of the respective Southbank
communities in an effort to connect and share in the economic opportunity that a connected and
combined Riverfront "pathway" would present to both residents and visitors to the area. The initial
Federally required Reconnaissance Study was funded at the cost of $150,000 in 2006 by the Southbank
Partner Cities. Upon this initial preliminary approval of the "pathway concept" via this study, a second
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Feasibility Study, required for use and funding, was contracted for in 2011 by the Southbank Partner
Cities with the Army Corp. of Engineers at the cost of $750,000. This Study has recently been completed
and the "pathway" approved for use, funding and development. The most recent funded and developed
part of this pathway was constructed and opened in the City
of Dayton along the most westerly section of its Manhattan
Harbor residential development. This initial section was
funded through a Transportation Alternative Grant applied
for through Southbank Partners, Inc. Recently, two additional
Southbank assisted Transportation Alternative Grants have
been awarded to the City of Dayton for the completion of the
"pathway" along its entire Riverfront. These grants totaled
$1,461,000. While the Dayton construction and funding to
date has been for the pavement portion of the "pathway",
other enhancements including lighting, landscaping and
seating will be added through additional funding from
available grants and other sources. Currently the City of
Dayton "pathway" pavement is completed to the Excursion
Boat property that is immediately east of the City of Bellevue
at O'Fallon Avenue. Final construction of the eastern section
will begin in 2020.
In preparation, the Bellevue Riverfront Corridor Study Group members toured this overall City of Dayton
Riverfront "pathway" route as well as the "pathway" construction that has been completed to date. This
meeting also included a presentation by Southbank Partners and Rep. Dennis Keene on the various
types of grants and funding sources available, as well as a description of the grant writing process
followed by Southbank Partners in the application for, and successful receipt of, grant and other funding
awards. The tour taken during a Study Group meeting also included an east/west walk along the
potential Riverfront route of the "pathway" through the City of Bellevue from O'Fallon Avenue to River
Boat Row in Newport just west of the Port Bellevue development. As part of this potential walkway
location tour, the Study Group members also took note of the Bellevue Beach Park and its likely
integration with the "pathway". All of this was taken into consideration in the Study Group discussions
and its final recommendation for this section of the Study.
Southbank Riverfront Commons "Pathway" Recommendations:
The Study Group recognizes that the City of Dayton was fortunate that all of its Riverfront property in
the area chosen for the "pathway" was under the control of a joint agreement between the City and the
Manhattan Harbor developer. The City of Bellevue has greater challenges with respect to some property
ownership along its Riverfront. However, the Study Group concluded that approximately 75% of the
area recommended as the "pathway" route through Bellevue, is under the control of the City and/or
Private Sector Developers that recognize the value of the "connectivity" aspect that the pathway brings,
not only to their individual properties, but to the "economic vitality" of Bellevue and the other
Southbank Partner Cities.
Like the City of Dayton Manhattan Harbor developer, these property owners are willing to work with the
City to provide the agreeable and necessary "pathway" access via the required easements on their
property. It is noted that the ownership of the two properties immediately adjacent to the east and
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west of the Bellevue Beach Park may also likely recognize the economic value that the "pathway" would
bring to their properties. The privately owned vacant property to the east of the Bellevue Beach Park is
said to likely be an "investment property" and
its ownership may be more inclined to
recognize and accept the value that the
"pathway" along its Riverfront would bring to
the property in the eyes of a potential
purchaser for development. Likewise, the
F.O.E. property membership to the west of
the park may also recognize the access and
availability the "pathway" would bring to its
members as well as the "economic" value to
their property. It is recognized by the Study
Group that obtaining "buy in" to this idea and
concept by these owners will require some
work and salesmanship on the part of the City,
elected leadership however it is not
inconceivable.
The Study Group recognizes that the property immediately to the west of Washington Avenue, and east
of the WatersEdge at Bellevue property, is currently a residential owner/occupied property. Typically,
such ownership has some reluctance to granting "public access" to their properties. This creates a
tougher challenge.
The WatersEdge at Bellevue residential property's initial developer provided a graded area along the
base of the retaining wall located along the north riverfront of this property that was "stated" to be for
the purpose of locating the Riverfront Commons Pathway there. There may be a possibility that an
easement was granted to the City for this purpose, and this should be researched by the City. It is also
likely that the WatersEdge HOA would cooperate in the location of the "pathway" at this location. Here
again, a majority of the ownership of these residential units are sophisticated enough to recognize the
"ease of neighboring community access" and
related value that the "pathway" would bring
to their collective properties. Most ownership
of this community walk or bike almost daily as
a form of exercise and would likely welcome
the "convenience and connectivity" of the
pathway for this purpose.
The
next
five
residential
properties
immediately to the west of the WatersEdge at
Bellevue property are residential. However,
four of the five are absentee ownership and
said to be occupied under rental agreements.
These four properties however may also be likely to be considered by their nature as "investment
property" by its ownership, as well as given their Riverfront location. These owners may also recognize
the access, availability, and value that the "pathway" would bring to their properties in the eyes of a
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potential purchaser for development. Again, "buy in" to this idea and concept will require some work
and salesmanship on the part of the City elected leadership, however again, is not inconceivable.
The next four residential dwellings/properties just east of Lafayette Avenue are in a combination of
family ownership. Three of the four dwellings front on Eden Avenue, of which two are rental properties
and the third occupied by a family member. A fourth dwelling is located to the rear (north) on the river.
Like the residential owner/occupied property on the west side of Washington Avenue, typically such
ownership has some reluctance to granting "public access" to their properties.
The land along the Riverfront continuing west from Lafayette Avenue to Patchen Avenue at the
Riverfront is in the ownership and control of the City of Bellevue and available for the Riverfront
Commons Pathway. The ownership of the Port Bellevue development has indicated that they would
cooperate and work with the City in the location of the "pathway" along their property. This would bring
the Bellevue section of the Southbank Riverfront Commons Pathway to the City of Newport. Topography
is recognized as an additional challenge in keeping the pathway on the riverfront along this property
Recommendation: (Riverfront Commons Pathway)
Even with these challenges, the Study Group members "highly recommend" that the City of Bellevue
immediately begin working with Southbank Partners, Inc. to start the process of locating and obtaining
the necessary funding for the sections of the "pathway" through the Bellevue Beach Park, the
WatersEdge at Bellevue property, the Bellevue city owned property between Lafayette and Patchen
Avenues, as well as in cooperation with the Port Bellevue ownership.
It is also "highly recommended" by the Study Group that the "pathway route location in Bellevue, like
the City of Dayton, be located "on the Riverfront" and not away from the Riverfront. The biggest
Riverfront location construction challenge along the Bellevue "pathway" route in constructing on the
Riverfront is at the Port Bellevue
property from Patchen Avenue west to
Newport's Riverboat Row. With respect
to this challenge, the City of Newport,
as part of the "pathway" and the
redevelopment of its Festival Park area
on its Riverfront just north of the
Newport on the Levee, intends to
construct what is considered as a "sheet
piling" seawall at the water along the
edge of its Riverfront. This City of
Newport seawall construction concept
has two purposes. To preserve as much
of the City controlled land availability in
this area for its Festival Park redevelopment as possible, as well as to provide an area along its Riverfront
for boat docking including both pleasure and commercial excursion boats. This includes seasonal boat
venues as is currently done around Halloween. The availability of such docking will also enhance
boater's access to entertainment venues and retail establishments on Newport's Riverfront.
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It is likely that this seawall concept will continue east from the Festival Park area along Newport's
Riverfront to the City of Bellevue in an effort to preserve the existing parking areas for the balance of its
additional Riverfront entertainment/restaurant venues. This seawall construction would also serve as
the "pathway" location along the additional restaurant and residential properties that are further east in
Newport. Additionally, it would provide for the connectivity to the recently funded and reconstructed
SD-1 Storm Drainage "Outlet Area", located between the Chart House and the City of Bellevue. This park
like improvement currently has no walkway access or connection for any reasonable use as a park area
or overlook as was envisioned when planned and constructed as part of the storm drainage outlet. With
this seawall construction concept utilized in Newport, the City of Bellevue could easily resolve the
"pathway" topography and construction challenge presented at the Port Bellevue Riverfront and keep
the "pathway" on the Riverfront at this location. The only additional construction challenge is at the City
owned/controlled Riverfront property between Lafayette and Patchen Avenues at the connection point
with Patchen Avenue at the west end of the Bellevue Plaza Office Center parking garage.
While awaiting the additional funding to continue the seawall type construction, along the Port Bellevue
property, the "pathway" could be “temporarily connected” to the Patchen Avenue right-of-way in
cooperation with the Bellevue Plaza Office Center ownership, as well as giving this office venue access to
the "pathway" and the area north of its garage structure along the Riverfront.
The Study Group also addressed the additional aspects of the Riverfront Commons "pathway" route
access to other aspects of Bellevue. These were the connectivity points (Nodes) to the Fairfield Avenue
Business District as well as the pathway’s integration with the Bellevue Beach Park. With respect to this
subject, the following is recommended by the Study Group.
Pathway Connectivity with the Business District:
It is recognized that the "connectivity" of the Southbank Riverfront Commons Pathway by residents of
the communities along the "pathway", as well as visitors to the Northern Kentucky Riverfront area and
others that utilize the "pathway", be afforded access to each Southbank communities points of interest.
This includes their historical and cultural interests, as well as retail, entertainment, and other such
venues located within each of the cities. In order
to accomplish such access, part of the overall
planning and funding of the "pathway" includes
the creation of "Nodes" or access ways. These
Nodes provide the users of the "pathway" access,
as well as a method to easily utilize such access
routes to and from, these points of potential
interest along the "pathway".
The Study Group recommends three such
connection points (Nodes) along the Riverfront
Commons Pathway route as it passes through the City of Bellevue. From west to east, they are
recommended to be established at Patchen Avenue, Lafayette Avenue and O'Fallon Avenue. The
creation of these "Nodes" at these three points should include sidewalk widened to 10 feet to
accommodate both pedestrian, as well as bike traffic. Streetscape amenities including lighting, benches,
and landscaping, or any additional items such as those existing currently on Fairfield Avenue in the
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Business District. The purpose is to present a "welcoming image" at the points of interest and venues
available within Bellevue and its close by Fairfield Avenue Business District.
Pathway Integration with Bellevue Beach Park:
Given that the Riverfront Commons Pathway route passes through the Bellevue Beach Park, the Study
Group recognizes and "highly recommends" that as part of the "pathway" funding and construction, the
opportunity is provided and able to be taken to greatly enhance the Bellevue Beach Park. The City of
Covington, through a $4.5-million grant obtained
in conjunction with Southbank Partners, Inc. is
now in the construction stage of $6-million
combination of the Riverfront Commons
Pathway and a Riverfront Park improvement in
the area along its Riverfront previously known as
Covington Landing. This area extends from
Madison Avenue west to Greenup Street on the
east. The City of Bellevue should look to utilizing
the "pathway" construction opportunity as a
similar opportunity to integrate park
improvements into the pathway construction.
One such improvement would be the creation of
an "Overlook" platform located in the center of the Park that extends out over the water at this location.
The current flag/memorial location at this point could be newly incorporated into this Overlook feature.
A similar such "Overlook" has been proposed along the "pathway" in the City of Dayton, however it is
more elaborate than is recommended for Bellevue given the other adjacent Park amenities. This would
also provide the opportunity for consideration of the renovation and updating of the balance of the
Bellevue Beach Park as suggested during the Study's "Focus Group" that was convened (described later
in this report).
Pathway Private Property Easements:
With respect to the more challenging balance of the private property easements needed to complete
the Riverfront Commons Pathway along the City
of Bellevue Riverfront. There are several
interesting, as well as utilized, methods able to be
researched and considered to obtain the balance
of these easements. There is the consideration
and possibility of the use of Conservation
Easements which are able to provide the private
property ownership granting such easements,
"tax credits" in the amount of the value of the
property covered by the easement. There is also
an existing SD1 Sanitary Sewer Easement along
the entire Bellevue Riverfront including these
properties. While it has been said that this
easement is strictly for the location of the SD1
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Sanitary Sewer, this sewer system must be periodically maintained by SD1. Given the ten-foot width of
the Riverfront Commons Pathway pavement, there may very well be an opportunity to locate this
pavement area within the SD1 easement and adjacent to the Sewer infrastructure. The "pathway"
pavement in this location (SD1 existing easement) would provide SD1 with far greater maintenance
access to their Sanitary Sewer system. Most recently, the City of Covington was able to use its "eminent
domain" authority to obtain the right to an easement required to connect a section of the Riverfront
Commons Pathway on a property near its connection point of the "pathway" with the City of Ludlow's
"pathway" route. And, as last resort, the City could seek funding for the purchase of the last of the
private property easements. In such cases the maximum easement purchase price is aligned with the
value of the amount of property taken, and typically not excessive given it has little other value or
purpose being close to the edge of the river.
2. Fairfield Avenue/KY Route 8 Traffic:
Background:
As part of its "Charge" the Study Group was tasked with "looking into" the subject of "Traffic and
Parking" within the Riverfront Corridor which includes the Fairfield Avenue Business District/KY Route 8.
Most recently there has been a greater recognition of increased traffic with respect to Fairfield
Avenue/Route 8. This is particularly during the
"peak traffic hours" of 7AM until 9AM and
4PM until 6PM. There is much debate with
respect to this subject that falls into several
categories and is dispersed over several
subject areas. These subjects include limited
parking on Fairfield Avenue in the Business
District, increased Pocket Parking within the
Business District, as well as the increased
"peak hour traffic" route mitigation elsewhere
in Bellevue. This also includes related subjects
located outside the Bellevue Riverfront
Corridor Study area, Business District and City limits. These include the KYTC abandonment of an
improvement study and plan for the North/South I-471 Interchange Ramps in the City of Newport at
Route 8/Dave Cowens Drive. This study also recognized the projected growth in residential housing,
entertainment and retail in both Bellevue and the City of Dayton.
Route 8/Dave Cowens Drive/I-471 Interchange:
KYTC’s most recent studies currently show only a slight increase on overall traffic use on KY Route 8
through the City of Bellevue. However, the larger part of this overall increase is also recognized to be
during "peak hour" traffic which is also the period in which most have sensed greater traffic. With
respect to the 4PM until 6PM east bound "peak hour traffic" back-up, which is what most in the PM
Route 8 Eastbound traffic experience, mostly occurs (or starts) west of Bellevue on Route 8 between
Washington Avenue (in Newport) and Rivera Drive in Bellevue. Much of this traffic exits "off of" Route 8/
Cowens Drive to both North and South I-471 during "peak hours". This traffic also exits “onto” Route
8/Dave Cowens Drive from both North and South I-471 during this same period of time. Therefore this
"peak hour" ingress and egress traffic at the interchange does both add too and subtracts from the
Route 8 traffic including the section of Route 8 east of the interchange and within the City of Bellevue.
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When the KYTC I-471/Route 8
interchange study plan for improvement
was undertaken a decade ago, and then
suddenly abandoned, the KYTC studies
at that time indicated that as future
growth in residential housing, retail,
entertainment and other venues in the
cities of Newport, Bellevue and Dayton
and beyond increased, that secondary
Ramps for traffic disbursement from
both I-471 North and South would be needed to avoid increased traffic congestion on Route 8 at the
current interchange exit terminations.
The then KYTC preliminary plan presented for "consideration" by the communities of Newport and
Bellevue were to "activate" an initially planned (partially constructed) Southbound exit ramp alternative
which would allow those exiting the bridge Southbound to choose between the existing Route 8/Dave
Cowens Drive Ramp, or exit onto an alternate Ramp leading to Sixth Street terminating in the vicinity of
Newport High School. This Southbound alternative ramp would have provided those from the Historic
District of Newport as well as those traveling to other destinations to the south of the Newport
Riverfront, to have an alternative exit choice. Equally important, those traveling to the Bellevue
Donnermeyer Drive area, as well as to the southern Bellevue neighborhoods could choose this
alternative Southbound exit ramp.
The KYTC planners recognized that this Southbound exiting alternative would have negated the
necessity for "all" Newport and Bellevue Southbound exiting traffic to only have the choice of Route
8/Dave Cowens Drive, then working their way through the Riverfront traffic to their more Southern
destinations in both Newport and Bellevue. This alternative improvement would have also provided this
local traffic with an additional choice between I-471 Exits #5 and #4, considering that Exit #4 (10th
Street/Memorial Drive) at the time was slated for increased retail traffic in Newport as well as increased
residential traffic in the close by neighboring area of Woodlawn and Ft. Thomas.
Likewise, the plan gave "consideration" to an alternative to the I-471 Northbound exiting traffic. For
those heading eastbound on Route 8/Fairfield Avenue in Bellevue and beyond, two different additional
ramp construction considerations were given. The first Ramp plan gave consideration to additionally
exiting onto Rivera Drive with access onto both north and south Rivera Drive. The second Ramp plan
gave consideration to only exiting southbound on Rivera Drive from this ramp, or continuing to Route 8
east bound via ramp access to Patchen Avenue south of Fairfield Avenue. This alternative plan however,
showed a "possibility" of a "required taking" of a small portion of the Bellevue Vets property at its
southeast property corner and just south of the current termination of Patchen Avenue. This alternative
became the controversy that abruptly ended KYTC's study of the I-471/Route 8 Interchange.
No opportunity was permitted to discuss relocating this alternate ramp plan away from the Bellevue
Vets property. This controversy made it the end of any discussion, with no I-471 Ramp improvements
period. It is true that there was also some concern raised by the Newport Historic neighborhood
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reference the proposed alternative Southbound Sixth Street Exit Ramp. However, the Bellevue
controversy was more emotional and animated. At the time, KYTC District 8 was also experiencing both
pleas as well as demands, for other road improvement planning and funding within the District. This
controversy allowed KYTC to easily walk away from the I-471/Route 8 Exit Ramp improvement plan for
planning and funding of other Northern Kentucky road projects.
I-471/Route 8/Dave Cowens Drive Interchange Recommendation:
The Study Group recognizes that the KYTC I-471 Interchange Ramp Study Plan became an "emotional"
issue with certain groups in both the City of Bellevue and the City of Newport. However, this does not
change that fact that the KYTC studies
completed a decade ago indicated that the
growth in residential housing, retail,
entertainment and other venues in the cities of
Newport, Bellevue, Dayton and beyond would
increase the traffic congestion at both the I-471
Interchange and on Route 8. It is strongly
recommended by the Study Group that the City
of Bellevue should demonstrate the leadership
that has always been part of its history, and
approach the City of Newport in a joint effort to
revive the KYTC study of the I-471 Interchange.
This is in the best interest of both Cities.
Objections to alternative ideas can be worked
out if cooler heads prevail. Such study conclusions take years to fund as well as for such improvement
projects to be completed.
The City of Bellevue and Newport surely recognize that their own continued economic development,
such as that which is part of this Study in Bellevue, the residential growth in the City of Dayton, the
enhancements proposed for Newport on the Levee by it new owners, the 200 apartment units
completing at the Newport 4th Street School site, the Ovation Music venue as well as the balance of the
planned Ovation project, can only compound the traffic issues at the I-471 Interchange in the near
future. Therefore, it is “highly recommended” by the Study Group that no time should be wasted by the
City of Bellevue in moving this issue forward.
3. Growth in the City of Dayton:
Background:
An additional Traffic consideration for the Study Group was the increase in both single and multi-family
residential housing in the City of Dayton's Manhattan Harbor development and its effect on Fairfield
Avenue/Route 8 through the City of Bellevue, as well as its possible effect on the businesses in the
Fairfield Avenue Business District in particular. There is also much debate with respect to this subject
that additionally falls into several categories as well as dispersed over several subject areas.
There is not much debate that the current City of Dayton residential growth, with no east bound KY
Route 8 travel alternative available as an outlet, will increase the amount of traffic both east and west
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through the City of Bellevue in general, and particularly during the "peak hour" traffic. It is estimated
that the majority of this residential occupancy will likely be those having employment vs. those in
retirement. The recent increase in Manhattan Harbor residential development includes 90 residential
rental units nearing completion that are located at 4th and Walnut Streets just southeast of the
entrance to Manhattan Harbor via Manhattan Harbor Boulevard. These residential rental units, located
on the south side of the earthen barrier dam, are a mix of one and two bedroom units.
Further East, and on the North side of
Manhattan Harbor Boulevard is a larger
residential development that includes
280 rental units on approximately 6 to 8
acres that are also nearing completion.
Most recently, just east of the existing
single family residences and the
remaining available residential lots, (and
west of this 280-unit development) an
additional
multi-family
townhouse
development has recently commenced
that is planned for completion in time for
the 2020 Spring housing market. It has
not been determined if these townhouse
units will be marketed as for sale/owneroccupied or rental units.
No matter which, this total increase in residential rental housing, coupled with a continued increase in
new homes on the available Manhattan Harbor single family residential lots, could account for an
increase in occupancy of 500 to 600 additional residents or more. An additional potential concern with
respect to continued increased traffic in Bellevue is the 15 to 20 residential acres currently under
development just east of the Manhattan Harbor Marina operation that is part of the Dayton
development. This additional acreage is also under the control of the Manhattan Harbor developer and
part of the overall plan for this City of Dayton development. The potential housing density of this
acreage when it residential component is developed, could account for 250 to 500 additional residential
units depending on the housing type developed. No one can deny that as this City of Dayton
development continues to be developed and occupied, traffic on Fairfield Avenue will increase.
The question becomes, what will be the effect on Bellevue and traffic on Route 8 in general, and what
effect could it potentially have on Bellevue's Business District, if any. And, how may it affect the “quality
of life” in general for the community of Bellevue, if at all.
Alternative "Peak Hour" Traffic Consideration:
As part of this same subject, and just prior to the start of the Bellevue Riverfront Corridor Study Group
work began, KYTC was requested to critique a suggestion for the creation of an alternative east/west
route through Bellevue that would serve as an alternative route primarily during "peak hour" traffic
commuting to and from the City of Dayton. This alternative route was for commuters not wishing to
stop at, or utilize the Fairfield Business District during its "peak hour" commute. It was suggested that it
could also serve as an alternative route for Bellevue residents residing north of Fairfield Avenue to
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utilize this alternative road improvement to avoid Fairfield Avenue between O'Fallon and Berry Street
during "peak hour" traffic if desired. The alternative route was suggested as follows.
The City of Bellevue currently holds a vacant, but dedicated, street right-of-way that is aligned with
Frank Benke Way between Van Voast and O'Fallon Avenues. The suggestion for an alternative east/west
route, was to utilize this street right-of-way to make the connection to O'Fallon/Manhattan Harbor
Boulevard via the extension of Frank Benke Way within this existing right-of-way.
Then improve the existing Frank Benke Way and Eden Avenue from Van Voast Avenue west to Lafayette
Avenue, and additionally, consider continuing Eden Avenue as part of the City owned development site
connecting it with Berry Avenue. A traffic connection through this City owned development site, was
also proposed by the planning consultant that was retained by the prior City of Bellevue administration
for planning suggestions for the development of this site.
Traffic with Respect to Manhattan Harbor Growth and Recommendation:
The Study Group recognizes that "traffic" like other tough decisions surrounding such subjects can be a
controversial as well as open to much debate. However, the Study Group believes that this is an issue
that cannot simply be ignored or placed
under a "wait and see" attitude. Several
things are recommended to be undertaken
to assist the City in its future decision making
reference this potential problem, that could
over time result in a number of negative
effects on Bellevue’s “quality of life”, its
residents and businesses. The first
recommendation is to recognize the world
(growth and its traffic) as it is, not as we all
sometimes would all like it to be. Second, is to act in the best interest of Bellevue and its residents based
on the facts surrounding that which comes from study and research.
It is recommended by the Study Group that the City request a study and opinion from KYTC as to what
the potential residential and economic growth from within Bellevue, as well as the residential growth
east from the City of Dayton, will mean to Bellevue with respect to KY Route 8 traffic in their best
estimation. Also request that KYTC give the City suggestions as to how to best address or mitigate any
negative effect that they may see as potentially evolving as this growth continues.
Then, with this information, consider alternative or mitigating traffic plans for the future. If this also
requires consultation with a private sector traffic engineering firm, it is further recommended that the
City seek such professional advice in developing a number of contingency traffic plans for the future.
East/West Alternative Route:
While the KYTC earlier "critique of a suggestion" reference creating an east/west alternative route
through Bellevue using Frank Benke Way and Eden Avenue, etc., was reviewed by the Study Group, it is
not recommended at this time as part of this Study. The Study Group believes more information is
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needed. However, the idea of an alternative route, or mitigating routes, or improvement or change in
street and/or traffic patterns was not been ignored or ruled as unnecessary, or out of the question by
the Study Group.
Such potential plans are recommended to be studied and taken into all, or partial, consideration, based
on the overall traffic study opinion recommended to be undertaken for Bellevue by KDOT, as well as any
additional private sector traffic engineering consultation undertaken. The same recommendation holds
true for street parking on Fairfield Avenue during "peak hour" traffic. While it may never take place, or
only be considered as a last resort, if it is found be a necessity or required at some point in the future,
alternative parking should also be part of any overall contingency plan. Access and mobility are simply a
factor in the success of any community. If residents, business owners, employees, customers or simply
visitors cannot access or easily move around or through a community, they will avoid it. They will avoid
moving there, operating a business there, working there, obtaining goods or services there, as well as
visiting there. This should not just be a concern for the City of Bellevue, but all of the Southbank Partner
Cities, and should be collectively addressed in some cases. Communities must "work" with respect to
such subjects in order to remain viable and retain success long term.
Frank Benke Way Street Right of Way:
What is additionally recommended as part of this Study is that the City of Bellevue retain the existing
Frank Benke Way right-of-way between Van Voast and O'Fallon Avenue. The reasoning behind this
recommendation is both for possible street connection purposes as well as part of the "pathway"
recommend. O'Fallon Avenue is recommended as the easterly "Node" approach from the Riverfront
Commons Pathway to the Fairfield Avenue Business District. The Study Group recommends the use of
O'Fallon Avenue for this "Node"
over Van Voast, Ward, Foote or
Washington Avenues. These other
residential streets and their
housing stock require curbside
parking on both sides of the street
to accommodate the residents
living there. Creating the required
"Node" walkway width on O'Fallon
Avenue
can
better
be
accommodated there due to
parking currently being restricted
to one side of the street. Plans for
the extension (street construction)
of Frank Benke Way within the
right-of-way between Van Voast
and O'Fallon Avenues should likely
be undertaken with the "pathway" and enhancements recommended for the Bellevue Beach Park. Local
residents that only wish to access Bellevue Beach Park when driving, walking or biking, can better be
accommodated via the future "Node" on O'Fallon Avenue verses the use of the alternative residential
streets opposite the Park. The Frank Benke Way extension would also provide better and safer vehicular
circulation in this area than the currently utilized residential ally between O'Fallon and Van Voast that is
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located one block south of Frank Benke Way. Currently, this is the only other vehicular alternative near
the north end of these two streets providing such access at this time.
Business District Parking:
Additional "business traffic" and parking concerns were addressed by the Study Group with respect to
the Fairfield Avenue Business District. In discussions with KYTC concerning the possibility of any
restricted Route 8 parking action that would be taken by KYTC, it was said to be "very doubtful" that
KYTC would exercise its authority to limit parking on Fairfield Avenue without a request to do so by the
City, including only limiting parking during "peak hours". KYTC has seldom gone against the wishes of a
community with respect to a roadway it has authority over within a community. It has only been done in
cases where the traffic situation has made it absolutely necessary. Additionally, Route 8 is currently
considered as a secondary route or roadway by KYCT. To the east, after Silver Grove and beyond there is
limited population or potential population growth expected any time in the near future along KY Route 8
east of Melbourne, KY. The only potential for future growth along this route would be for future river
related type operations that either receive their raw material by river or ship their finished material by
river and would consider
locating there. For a period of
time, regional planners and
port authorities felt that the
recent improvement of the
Panama Canal could possibly
bring this type of river related
enterprise to areas adjacent
rivers near major metro areas.
Thus far, since the completion
of the Canal improvements this
has not materialized. With all of
this in mind the Study Group
focused its attention on the
near term which was twofold.
These are, possible traffic increases related to the immediate population growth in the City of Dayton,
and potential traffic increase with increased visits to businesses and other venues within the Fairfield
Avenue Business District. City policy, such as granting business incentives to attract certain types of
businesses, or a refocus on the promotion and marketing of the Business District, or use of the
additional commercial development potential within the District, could require parking to be further
addressed. Given the business owners adversity to any elimination of parking on Fairfield Avenue, it is
recommended that "off street" parking alternatives be addressed first in order for the Business District
to be able to retain its current use of "on street" parking.
4. Reviving the Business District Renaissance:
Background:
The Study Group recognizes that the Fairfield Avenue Business Renaissance more than likely reached its
peak approximately five years ago. Since that time, growth, business retention, promotion, etc. have
been more or less static. The Business District is an important component of the Bellevue Riverfront
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Corridor as well as the overall “quality of life” and economic benefit to the community. Its successful
operation and wellbeing is a key component to the Business District remaining an important part of the
fabric of Bellevue. Several observations were recognized by the Study Group. The District is a mix of
businesses, however also seen as “lacking” in some cases in establishments that would allow it to
become both a daytime and evening destination. While it has the typical business district establishments
such as banking, funeral home, flower shop, hair solons,
jewelry shop, insurance agencies, historic ice cream parlor,
eating establishments, and a variety of specialty shops, as
well as bars and taverns, the mix is felt to lack the vitality
and steady visits that allows both a daytime and evening
variety of shopping and use.
While the service businesses such as banking, insurance,
etc. would not be expected to have evening hours, it was
felt by a majority of both the Study and Focus Group, that it
would be desirable to have a greater variety of
establishments open in the evening hours to both attract
and retain those visiting eating establishments, bars and
taverns that typically remain or are open in the evening.
Much of this information comes from the Study Group’s
convening of the Focus Group of Bellevue resident’s
representative of the most likely users of the Business
District. The purpose of the Focus Group discussion was to
gather information as to the current use and opinion of the
Business District, as well as any suggested changes that would improve it in a manner that would create
an increase in its use and visits. The idea of creating a "niche" for better quality eating establishments
was “mostly” favored by a majority involved in the discussion.
Focus Group Outcome & Conclusion:
Like any Focus Group, the opinions varied, however some observations were very evident and viewed by
a majority. All questions addressed surrounded the attendees current use of the Business District.
Question Responses:


The average median visit was ten times a month. They spanned from once to twenty times per
month.



The majority visits were year-round vs seasonally or only visits during better weather.



The split between visits being for a specific reason vs while simply out, or walking, was split half
and half.



The visits during the daytime vs nighttime were split between half visiting only during the day,
and half visiting mostly at night.



Those visiting during the day typically visited establishments such as banks, service and retail.



Those visiting at night typically visited bars, taverns and eating establishments, as well as the
"obligatory stop" for ice cream.
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The majority knew of others from outside the Bellevue area that visited or shopped there.



The majority would consider inviting or recommending friends or others to visit or shop there,
especially if improved.



The split between those visiting more in the past than currently visiting, was evenly split.



The majority dining out said that they visited eating establishments in neighboring communities
more often than those available within the Business District.

Other Focus Group Opinions:


All felt "very safe" while using or visiting the Business District both day and night.



On what would improve businesses -- a majority favored more variety and higher quality shops
and venues.



On establishing or creating a business "niche" –
through incentives, the split was half and half.



On "if" a business "niche" was created, what
"niche" should it be, "all" favored better and
higher quality eating establishments.



On parking to improve current business use -- a
majority said no, not at this time.



On the need for additional parking for better and
improved businesses -- a majority said yes.



On better marketing and promotional efforts
being utilized, than those that have been
repeated and utilized in past years, "all" said yes.
However, a majority said that promotions
needed to be in conjunction with business type
improvement.



On believing that the increase in residential living
units in Dayton will have some negative effect on
traffic -- "all" said yes.



On utilizing a professional study of the new and
increased Dayton resident demographic to
determine what businesses may be desired that
would increase and/or improve the Business
District -- a majority favored the idea. It was felt that this may show a need for service uses such
as dry cleaning, bakery/coffee shop, etc.



On the recently created Taylor Street "pocket parking lot" a majority favored additional such lots
-- however, only "if" business improved and related or other traffic increased.



On creating City funded "incentives" to attract “better” or "niche" business (similar to the
incentive to convert multi-family residences back to single family) -- a majority felt it should be
explored for those businesses that would stay open both daytime and evening.
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Majority Focus Group Observations:


Businesses needed more regular open hours and seemed to be closed when visited, especially in
the evenings hours after visiting eating venues (other than the “ice cream shop” which keeps
such hours).



Bellevue Beach Park needs improvement, and to be better maintained in order to be utilized
more.



More Bellevue Beach Park events
should be scheduled or booked than
the one or two that currently take
place. This effort could accompany a
new “Business District” promotion and
focus.



Better and newer “First Friday”
promotions should be created – the
current themes and promotions are
tired and worn out.

The Study Group members felt that the Resident Focus Group member’s comments on the Fairfield
Avenue Business District played an important role in the overall study and brought a “unique usage
perspective” with respect to the Riverfront Corridor Study.
5. Non-Compatible Business and Other Type District Uses.
The Study Group recognizes that the businesses and other uses considered in this section of the Study
are long standing members of the community and in no way are the considerations or recommendations
made in this Study section a reflection of the ownership, business operation, use or their standing in the
community. All have served the community well over the years, and Bellevue continues to appreciate
their long-standing contribution to the well-being of the City.
Background:
The Fairfield Avenue Business District consists of a unique mix of business establishments. This mix is
typical of a community business district that has evolved based on its residents wants and needs over
centuries in many cases, and as is obviously the case with the City of Bellevue. Such business districts
have a different and special vibrancy than today’s recreated "lifestyle" retail centers and late 20th
century shopping areas, that cannot be duplicated. Foremost is the original and evolving architectural
style of its buildings, store fronts and original streetscape. Collectively this architecture reflects the
evolution and change in what styles and preferences were prevalent during each reoccurring period
over the years of their existence. These districts still contain a mix of new and old establishments that
could never be recreated in the new and modern setting of today's changing retail world. This is what
makes them special, and brings the unique quality that is able to attract visitors and regular customers
on a continual basis. Bellevue business owners and city officials clearly recognized this as an asset, as
well as an opportunity when they created the Bellevue Business District Renaissance that today provides
for the Fairfield Avenue Business District.
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It is also true however, that in the case of older, yet still vibrant, unique and active “main street” type
business districts, that some uses can, over time, become both incompatible as well as functionally
obsolete. These uses, once viewed by a majority in the community and the adjacent business’s as both
special as well as treasured uses, and conveniently located uses. can change due to the changing
lifestyles and main street use changes. The view of what was once a desired business use and location
can be seen differently over time. In other cases, it is a matter of economics. Some uses and venues
simply no longer attract the volume of customers or visits that allow them to continue. In other cases, it
is retirement, where there is no desire by the next generation or others to continue the use or
operation. All of these are the typical causes of some business district older uses becoming incompatible
or functionally obsolete.
Business District Properties:
One such location and its current use that could fall into this category is the city block on the south side
of Fairfield Avenue between Berry and Lafayette Avenues. While the property "value" of the location is
recognized by the Study Group as substantial, this value is seen for a use or uses that are also more
compatible with the future well-being
and desirability of the Business
District. This observation is not a
reflection on the current ownership's
contribution over the years to the
community. It is viewed as a matter of
"given a choice" with this location,
what use would be more desired in
the Business District today over its
current use. The Study Group also
does not see this desire for an
alternative use as diminishing the
"value" of the property in any way.
The value and alternative use of the
property may very well be greater
than the current value of the location
and its business use combined.
Other similar but "different" uses within the Business District and an adjacent area observed by the
Study Group are the two "fraternal uses" of which one is at the immediate west entrance to the City on
Fairfield Avenue, and the other adjacent to the Bellevue Beach Park. They are the Bellevue Vets and the
Fraternal Order of Eagles. Again, this Study Group observation is in no way a reflection of the current or
past members or operation of these community assets. The Study Group recognizes that both of these
organizations have in the past, and continue today to serve generations of Bellevue residents extremely
well throughout their existence.
There is no doubt that their location, as well as all or certain parts of their operation are extremely
important to the City of Bellevue and its residents. However, in any future case, of a possible
discontinuation of the current use of these two important locations, or sale of these properties, the
value to the City of Bellevue of these locations cannot, and should not be underestimated and should be
addressed by the City as recommended by the Study Group.
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A final use consideration by the Study Group was a currently City of Bellevue owned property within the
Business District. Again, the Study Group recognizes that many factors from historic preservation,
nostalgia in the case of some
residents, control of the property
including its future use, entered into
both the reasoning and purpose
behind its acquisition by the City.
This property is the Marianne
Theater property. The Study Group
observes that since its initial
acquisition by the City, substantially
"more than" an amount equal the
initial acquisition price" in city
dollars, has been required to be
placed into this property since its
acquisition. Additionally, such costs
to the City continue at this time.
While part of the additional expenditure has been in the form of a Historic Preservation, a substantial
amount has been necessitated by the repair, maintenance and upkeep of the property. Since its
acquisition some years ago, there has been no viable or substantial use that has been proposed, found,
or undertaken by the City, community groups, or private business for this property that could be
considered economically viable.
The Study Group reviewed a recent RFP that had been entertained and issued for the purpose of
locating a viable "private sector" investment and use for this property that is compatible with the
"purpose and vision" of the Fairfield Avenue Business District. Such an offer was made, however going
forward with the proposal was curtailed. The Study Group sensed that voices raised by those opposed to
the "private sector" proposal, were the same voices that prompted the City to entertain the purchase of
the property initially, not a majority of the Bellevue residents. The Study Group recommends that the
City do what in necessary to allow the transfer of this property to a “viable” private sector use.
Business District Property Recommendations:
In the case of the currently utilized property located within the Business District south side block
between Berry and Lafayette Avenues; if the ownership's decision should be to sell this establishment as
is currently utilized, however is unable to find such a buyer for that purpose, the City is encouraged to
consider acquisition of the property for "redevelopment". In facilitating this, the Study Group recognized
the City's current Bond indebtedness connected with the development site formerly known as Harbor
Greene Phase II. However, with the development of that site, there should be no reason that the City
could not continue to involve itself in such redevelopment acquisition activity. Such involvement
provides for the City to participate in the future use(s) proposed for such properties, including the offer
of incentives such as TIF issuance, and other approvals connected with IRB financing for example. This
involvement is recommended for the City, to not only obtain the "highest and best use" of such
properties, but to insure its use compatibility within the Fairfield Avenue Business District. If not
obtained through City acquisition, any application for a change or variance in the zoning of the property
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made in connection with its acquisition, should be utilized to the extent that it can by the City for the
same influential purpose.
In the case of the Bellevue Vets property, the
Study Group recognizes both the past and
current benefits to the Bellevue community
provided by its continued current use. However,
if the fraternal ownership at any time in the
future should consider discontinuation of its
use, and decide to offer the property for sale, in
either part or whole, the City would benefit
from being in a “position of control” of its
future use. The Study Group recommends that
the City work with both the current Bellevue
Vets leadership and its members to entertain
the possibility of the City of Bellevue obtaining a
position of "Right of First Refusal" in the
incident or case of a sale and/or discontinuation
of its current use. Such a position would allow the City the "first right" to acquire the property at
whatever acquisition price is established by the seller or the acquisition price offered by a purchaser
acceptable to the seller. Again, bonding could be utilized by the City in the property acquisition for
redevelopment. Examples of why the City should place itself in this position are as follows:
1. Control over any re-development use proposed for the property insuring its compatibility
with the City's vision of the Fairfield Avenue Business District, and the desired entrance to
the City.
2. It may be desirable for the part of this property that fronts on Fairfield Avenue to be redeveloped in a manner consistent with the "vision" of the Business District (business or
residential use) and that "all or some" of the recreational aspects of the rear of the property
be retained and operated by the City for the continued recreational use by its residents as
well as for its currently related activities.
In the case of the F.O.E. property on Frank Benke Way and adjacent to the Bellevue Beach Park. It is also
recommended that the same thought and action be undertaken by the City for this property. Here
again, the examples as to why the City should take such action are:
1. Control over any redevelopment or use proposed in order to insure it compatibility with the
Park and/or the adjacent neighborhood.
2.

It may be desirable for this property to be incorporated into an expanded Bellevue Beach
Park.
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5. The Bellevue City Owned Riverfront Development Site.
Background:
The development site that is currently owned by the City of Bellevue is the result of the initially selected
developer's desire to abandon their initial development plan and the completion of the “planned
development” as it was initially conceived. Factors surrounding the developer's desire to relinquish their
responsibilities were likely three-fold. First, the initial residential product was not immediately accepted
by the marketplace compared to similar product in the area, and therefore the extended period of time
that the un-sold product was on the market,
became an economic burden on the
developer. Second, the extended period of
time that the unsold product remained on the
market eventually extended into the 2008
through 2011 U.S. recessionary period
compounding the developer and City's
economic dilemma.
Third, at the end of the recessionary period
the developer proposed a replacement of
their initial plan and product for the balance
of the now City owned development site. The
proposal made by the developer did not meet
the initial “planned development” zoning or
its approved “development plan requirements”, and was objected too by the immediate neighbors,
community at large, and more importantly, the City’s Planning and Zoning Board. Additionally, the value
of the proposed re-development product was unacceptable to the City given the overall value of the
property location. The City's current indebtedness in conjunction with the site, is said to be in the range
of $6,000,000. In reviewing the initial developers proposed redevelopment use, as well as additional
proposed development uses proposed by others since that time, the Study Group agrees that neither
such presented uses, met or reached the "highest and best" use test desired by the City, nor in any
reasonable way could come close to recouping the City's current indebtedness.
It is also agreed by the Study Group that this City of Bellevue Riverfront development site is one of the
last of such sites of this type and value along the Riverfront within all of the six Southbank Partner City
sites currently available for development. Its location on the Bellevue Riverfront, along with the City’s
residential desirability and “quality of life”, as well as the site's size and configuration, does offer the
development opportunities desired to achieve the goal of "highest and best" use. Such use will assist in
achieving the maximum amount re-payment of the City's indebtedness. The site also fits well into the
most desirable residential and commercial use(s) that the City can hope to attract, for this purpose.
Use Recommendation:
The Study Group considered both the site's superior location and its subsequent value in determining its
"highest and best" use for return on investment for the City. This includes its use integration with the
current as well as potential future uses that surround the site, and with similar and comparable "use
values" within Bellevue, and on the Riverfront's of its neighboring Southbank cities.
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While "high-end" owner-occupied residential is the most marketable and desirable within the northern
portion of the site along the Riverfront, as well as supports the goal of debt reduction, some market-rate
rental product is also desirable adjacent to that portion of the site. This additional combined residential
use is specifically recommended to attract a demographic that mostly occupies this type of product and
is additionally beneficial to Bellevue. The southern portion of the site along Fairfield Avenue, which also
includes land attractive to commercial development, has the potential if combined, to not only fit in
with the adjacent Business District uses, but
also serve as an additional use purpose
attractive to Bellevue. Additionally, it can
contribute to both good planning and debt
reduction.
Further consideration and discussion along
this line led the Study Group to looking at
the "bigger picture" with respect to the
entire area surrounding the City owned
development site. The larger area
surrounding
the
development
site
considered, includes the entire north side of
Fairfield Avenue from River Boat Row on the west, to Lafayette Avenue on the east. All of the recently
developed properties within this commercial/residential area of Bellevue comprise some of the highest
combination of taxation revenues available to the City of Bellevue. Revenues that are currently assisting
the City's in its ability to temporarily meet the subject development site's indebtedness carried at this
time. With all of the above factors in mind, the Study Group recommends that the City consider the
following:
A Bigger Development Picture:
1. Split the development site into two developable sections, a northern and southern site.
Currently, Harbor Green Drive extends from what was Halam Avenue and now is more or
less an access way on the east side the Bellevue Plaza Office Center development and the
adjacent the UDF property. Harbor Greene Drive is to the north and/or rear of the UDF
property and runs east to an existing northern section of Berry Avenue where both currently
terminate. The two recommended development sites would be split by Harbor Greene Drive
which would also be extended east to Lafayette Avenue as part of the redevelopment and
creation of the two sites.
2. The development site that would be south of what would become the extended Harbor
Green Drive is recommended to also include the entire area that fronts on Fairfield Avenue
between the UDF property and Lafayette Avenue. This development site would also contain
the current section of Berry Avenue that extends north of Fairfield Avenue and is currently
considered the access to the existing westerly part of Harbor Green Drive that is completed.
This southern development site is recommended to also include the privately owned
property fronting on Fairfield Avenue to the east from this section of Berry Avenue to
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Lafayette Avenue. The Study Group recommends that this entire area be included as one
commercial/residential development site. Again, the recommendation is that this site
consist of the entire area from an extended Harbor Green Drive on the north, to Fairfield
Avenue on the south. Including the City owned commercial property east of the UDF
property, an abandoned Berry Street, and the inclusion of the privately owned property
extending east of Berry Street to Lafayette Avenue.
3. To accomplish this, the City
should involve and work with
the current owner(s) of the
privately
owned
property
included in this recommended
site. The two recommended
redevelopment
sites
also
include a widened and improved
Lafayette Avenue north of
Fairfield Avenue. This Lafayette
Avenue improvement was also
previously mentioned in the
Study Group recommendation
as part of creating a Riverfront
Commons Pathway "Node" to the Fairfield Avenue Business District. As part of this
recommended southern re-development site creation, Berry Street, south of Fairfield
Avenue, would terminate at Fairfield Avenue, with consideration given to relocating the
traffic signal currently at Berry and Fairfield Avenues to Fairfield and Lafayette Avenues. It
should be noted, that the private property ownership mentioned as part of this
redevelopment site has been approached by developers for acquisition in the past, and its
ownership has not rejected the idea. It is recommended that the City attempt a joint
agreement between the two parties to include its respective properties as part of an RFP for
the southern of the two redevelopment sites which fronts on Fairfield Avenue.
Southern Development Site Use Recommendation:
The Study Group envisioned a multitude of possibilities for this southern combined
commercial/residential/retail site for the City of Bellevue. This includes its ability to obtain its "highest
and best" use as well as the return of a larger portion of the debt carried on the entire site by the City.
An example of the economic development possibilities seen and recommended for this site by the Study
Group are:
A. Given the elevation in grade drop from Fairfield Avenue to an extended Harbor Green Drive,
a development could be supported by a garage structure with its access from the rear
and/or side off both the improved Lafayette Avenue and/or the extended Harbor Green
Drive.
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B. The garage platform would provide for a development proposals first floor use(s) to be at
grade level on Fairfield Avenue. For example, half the site to the west and adjacent the UDF
property could be utilized as a hotel or motel use with the street portion of its first floor be
set back on the garage platform
for a covered area for off-street
check-in purposes. Parking
would be available in the garage
below.
C. The eastern half of the site
could
accommodate
retail
and/or office at the street level
with market rate rental units on the upper floors to accommodate the younger and empty
nester rental demographic additionally desired as residents of Bellevue.
The improvement of Lafayette Avenue would both give the access required for the extended Harbor
Green Drive to be the east / west access way for both the existing and proposed development on Harbor
Green Drive. This would also provide direct accessibility from Patchen Avenue to Lafayette Avenue. In
effect this would provide “off Fairfield Avenue” access from Port Bellevue on the west, to an improved
Lafayette Avenue for the residents and others current uses located there.
Northern Development Site Recommendations:
The second of the two Study Group recommended development site’s primary access (entranceway) to
a "high end" residential development proposed for this northern site would be from the improved
Lafayette Avenue at a point north of the extended Harbor Green Drive. This extended Lafayette Avenue
improvement would also accommodate the Riverfront Commons Pathway “Node” as recommended
elsewhere in this Study. Only a secondary emergency access way onto Harbor Green Drive would be
recommended from this northern site, and only if required by emergency services.
This Riverfront site is most suitable for the
development of a single multi-story "high end"
residential owner/occupied product similar to
the existing "high end" WatersEdge at Bellevue
product. However, consisting of the additional
stories to accommodate approximately 30 units
at two units per floor to maximize the site value
for the City. This type "high end" product has
proven it market desirability as a residential
product, and as fitting the desirability “high end”
of living in Bellevue. Almost all of Waters Edge
units that have been resold since its completion
in 2011, have sold at a considerable increase in
value as well as within weeks of their being
placed on the market. In some cases, even before being placed on the market. This type and size
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product will bring both the “highest and best” use and return on the City’s investment in the site. This
type multi-story development may require the creation of a TIF to possibly accommodate the
development’s creation of a garage starting at ground level to accommodate its residential parking.
While this has an initial impact on both the City’s and School District’s real estate tax revenue, it has the
best long term real estate tax benefit to both.
A Garage TIF could also allow the possibility of any remaining City site debt to be accommodated by this
northern site development TIF payoff, by any balance being included in the TIF that would be paid for
through the development. This would free up the real estate tax revenue used from adjacent existing
Bellevue properties that currently pay for the existing indebtedness on the City's site.
Additional Development Site Consideration:
An additional miscalculation that can be attributed to the
initial development of the adjacent Harbor Green
residential building, was the placement of the swimming
pool amenity. Given the knowledge and experience of the
sales performance of the developer's initial residential
product at the time of the pool construction, the developer
should have realized that the balance of the site would
require a product redesign in order to achieve economic
success. This redesign should have included consideration
of the original proposed location for the pool. It may be
advantageous at this time for the eventual chosen
developer of the recommended second northern City
owned site, to consider a joint arrangement as part of their
development. The Harbor Greene HOA may consider
making available this current pool site in exchange for the
developer constructing this or another amenity elsewhere
on the current Harbor Green property at the developers
cost. This new amenity may also be able to be jointly
utilized by both developments. The Study Group however
only suggests this option, and feels that the current City
owned, property that makes up the northern site will
accommodate the recommended single "high end" multistory building type suggested without the exchange or use
of the current pool site location. This suggestion, discussed
by the Study Group, should be left to the HOA and the
developer that is successful in acquiring the northern site
from the City.
The Study Group concluded that, of all of the Bellevue Riverfront Corridor items reviewed by the Group,
this is the “most important to be addressed”. Both how the site is configured and offered to potential
developers, as well as for the purpose of reducing the City's current indebtedness, is the reasoning
behind its recommendation. Creating two development sites also allows for awarding the sites to two
separate specialized developers that can be involved in its development at the same time, hastening the
development completion of the entire site and the City’s elimination of its debt.
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Study Conclusion:
Southbank Partners, Inc., its Riverfront Development Committee, and the members of both the Study
and Focus Groups appreciate the opportunity to have been a service to Mayor Charlie Cleves and the
City of Bellevue. We sincerely hope that the Study Recommendation and Opinions contained in this
report are of both a value and service to the City.
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